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ABSTRAGT 

A new geophysical a sses sment'met hod, which (J) identifies 
mosl geptherrn'al resources with few ground rneasurements; 
(2) quantifies weak-Heat flows, five or more times the global 
.average; and (3) pinpoints areas for deep exploratory dril l ing 
is desGribed. This capability does not currently exist. Aerial 
thermal surveys have duplicated results of shallow thermal 
-gradient surveys for measuring heat f lows greater than 3 
W/m'^ , enhancing the surface, temperature more: than 0:5 
K above the arribient value. The Geotherinal Energy Mul t i -
band (GEM) system, which would have 10 times better 
.sensitivity,.is described. Such a system is needed tb reduce 
the, time and cost of detailed therrnal surveys (typically 
i -1/2 yr and $2 to $3 rnillion) prior to. deep expioratory 
dril l ing of pi;omistng geotherma! sites. Near-surface heat-r 
flow measurements require 125 OW) man-hours per 100 km^. 
Aerial "thermal surveys require only 5 man-hours to scan 
IOO k m ' four separate times and cost less than $tOO 000. 

The G E M systeni would resolve 0.05 toO."5K temperature 
enhancements for areas niore than I km^ by ratioihg narrow 
infrared (ir) bands at 2.2,. 3.5, 3.9, 4-8. and 13.2 >Lm. These 
sigtiai ratios have major advantages,, namely (1) they are 
insensitive to the surface, emissiyity for natural terrains; 
(2) they vary as a high power of the absolute surface 
temperature (typically 50 /X , fo 50 /X j near 288 K for ir 
wavelengths at X, and X.̂ , ji.m); and (3) they avoid the 6-
to 13-(jLm region (subject to interpretive uncertainties f rom 
0.5 to 5 K for surfaces composed of silicates, carbonates, 
and sulfates). Four predawn surveys taken under varied 
climatic conditions are needed to, provide, redundant datai 
for distinguishing geothermal effects f rom climatic thermal 
noise. Differences'ln the^spa'tiaJ.-therm'al relationships caused 
by variations in the wind Velocify, soil moisture, humidity, 
lopography, Or hydrology would be identified and removed 
by data processing, 

I N T R O D U C T I O N 

OeoEhisrmal energy is one of-"the more promising of the 
uncortventidnal energy sources now being considered for 
the future. The U.S. gbalistostimulate-.cpmmercia! produc
tion from geot'hermarrespurces p f ' 2 t fGW by 1985 and 2(M 
GW by 2020 (Ray, 1973). To achieve these goals it, wi l l 
be necessary to develop more effective, eff icient, and 
economical geophysical exploration methods. 

The potentially valuable geothermarresource base.of the 

country occupies some'390 000 kni^ (96 miTlion acres) in 
the western third of the.conterminous U:S. (Godwin et al., 
1971). These lands must be evaluated as the exact location, 

•Size, and potential of th'e. geothermal fields are almost 
unknown (Anderson and Axtel l , 1972). B.efore an electric 
power company wil l even consider constructing a generating 
plant, it insists on proof of a 200 to 400 MW potential. 
This means dri l l ing .10 to 12 wells, which normally takes 
2 yr and costs f rpm $3 to $6 mill ion (Loehwing, 1974). 
This paper describes a new geophysical assessment method, 
which (1)' identif ies most geo the ftnal resources with few 
;ground measurements; (2) quantifies weak heat flows, f ive 
or more times the global average;;and (3) pinpoints areas 
for deep exploratory dri l l ing. The concept is called the 
Geothermal Energy Multiband (GEM) sysiem. This capabili
ty does not currently exist. Once develpped, the method 
should be- able to provide detailed aerial thermal surveys 
at a small fraction of the cost (in both time and money) 
of existing methods. Detailed thermal surveys for large 
gethermal fields reqiiire typidally 1-1/2 yr and cost $2 
to $3 million, prior to deep 'exploratory dri l l ing: Geothermal 
heat-flux measurements require 125,000 man-hOurs per 100 
km^ using conventional methods (Elawson and ISickinson, 
1970). Aerial methods should require only 5 man-hours to 
scan 100 km? four separate ti.fp.es and cost less thanSlOO 000. 
The availability of an advanced airborne infrared method 
for geothermal prospecting would stimulate the largerscale 
evaluation of geothermal resources by small as well as large 
companies, 

EXISTING AERIAL INFRARED METHODS 

Under good conditions,'current aerial infrared methiods 
can identify regions on the Earth's surface thaf'are as little 
as 0.5 K warmer than the ambient temperature. Geothermal 
f luxesof about 50 times the global average for nongeothermal 
areas manifest surface thermal anomalies of this magnitude. 
(The global average heat f low is about 1.5 heat-flow units, 
0.06 W/m"^:)' New gebthermal areas (in I taly, Hodder et 
al . , 1973; and in New Zealarid^ Dickinson, 1973) were 
su'ccessfiilly located.with aerial.infIrared surveys. The results 
of these surveys agreed with the data obtained from shallow 
thermal-grad ient surveys for heat flows greater than 3, W / m^. 
Conditions were such that other aerial surveys have only 
been able to detect the surface expression of intrinsic heat 
f lows ranging from 100 to 500 times the global average 
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(White and Mftler, l%9; Palma.son cf al,, 1970; Hochstein 
and Dickinson, 1970), For aerial surveys to be most useful 
they should be able todetcct surface-temperature anomalies 
as small as 0.05 to 0,5 K extending over an area of a few 
tens to a few hundreds of square kilometers. Detecting 
such areas requires a factor-of-teh improvement ih existing 
temperature sensitivity, and a methodology for removing 
from the data the temperature effects notrelated to geother
mal activity—effects caused by meteorology,, hydrology, 
topography, and terrain conditions. Recent work,, mostly 
at the Lawi-ence Livermore Laboratory (LLL), has shown 
that it may be>possible to achieve bPth of these objectives^ 

GEOTHERMAL ENERGV MULTIBAND CONCEPT 

Existing aerial infrared scanning systems measure radia
tion emitted by the terrain in one o r a t most two irifi^ared 

-bands'near'thepeak-of the specti^omradiated-bythe terrain. 
These systems have NET (rioise-equivaJent-tempefature) 
responses that allow them to discriminate temperature dif
ferences of 0.5 K overflat,homogeneoiis terrain, Howe.ver, 
the mea,sured signals must be calibrated against an -ideal 
(blackbody) source that radiates with 1(X>% efficiency. The 
Earth's surface is a lessefficient radiator. The tnterpretabili-
tyof temperature differences is affected by the emissivity 
variations that-characterize different natural terrains. Tem
perature rises from, 0.5 to 5' K are' usually obscured by 
these emissivity effects. 

We have conceived a multiband system .that makes use 
of the radiation emitted in seldom-used atmospheric pass 
bands at 2.2, 3.5, 3:9,-4.8, and 13.2. (jim. By using ratios 
of measurements made in these-bands, we can realize-sevcral 
major advantages: 

1. Surface-emissivity effects for natural terrains are small 
and can be eliminated using analytical techniques, 
2, The ratios vary as a high powerof the absolute, surface 
temperature, with the-result, that smaller temperature dif
ferences can be detected. Our calculations, given in the 
appendix,, show that; for typical predawn temperatures the 
radiant emittance-(power per unit area) pf ?a surface varies 
as the 50/X power of the absolute temperature, where \ 
is the detected wavelength in micromelers. Thus, for the 
3.5-jji.m band the eriiittance varies-.as the 14th power of 
the temperature. 
•3. One can avoid those jr wavelength regions in which 
the interpretation is- subject to uncertainties from 0.5 to 
5 K. These large, uncertairities are associated with wave
lengths at which the terrain radiates.as a specular source; 
thatis, the surface emissiyity varies greatly with w/avelength. 
This occurs* fpr minerals containing certain anions, such 
as silicate; sulfate, and carbonate (Lyon, 1964; Vincent, 
1973). • ' 

Figure I indicates the wavelengths at which the Earth's 
radiation (dashed curves) has the same slope: as that of 
an ideal blackbody source (solid curves): The shaded barids 
are, the atrriospheric windows that .avoid wavelengths at' 

'which the terrain behaves as a specular source. These 
vyindpvys are the wavelengths the GEM system uses. 

Signal ratips pf bands at these wavelengths can be used 
to resolve 0.05 to 0.5 K temperature rises over areas larger 
than I km^. The bands must becoregistered;the instrumental 
s'can'ning^speeds.miist^be adjusted to obtain good counting, 
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Figure 1. Infrared ernissionfrom the Earth's surface. The sol id 
curves represent ideat blackbody sources at 318 K (top curve) 
and 258 K (bottom curve). The corresponding dashed curves 
have an emissivity less than one, like the natural terrain. The 
shaded areas are the atmospheric wiridows that occur at 
vvaveiengths where the Earth's radiation has the same slope 
as an ideal.blackbody,source. These are the GEM wavelengths. 

statistics; and the filters must be cooled to liquid-nitrogen 
temperatures for distinguishing temperature'effects as low 
as 0.05 Ki with large, area sensors and an optical system 
that resolviss 5,0 m at an altitude of 3 km (Lairsen, 1971; 
private commun., 1974). 

REMOVING NONGEOTHERMAL EFFECTS 

To enhance the detectability. of geothermal anomalies 
several procedures are required: (1) aerial surveys should 
betaken when the environmental conditions do not obscure 
geothermal anomalies; (2) the temperature data must be 
corrected for minor emissivity effects, the intervening at-
m'dspheric path, and reflected sky radiation; and (3) thermal 
anbrfialies" identifiable with meteorological, hydrological, 
tp pog raph ical. Of- soil thermal conaitions must be removed 
from the data. We have developed a methbdology that will 
perform these tasks. 

For pptirnuni measuring Conditions the aerial surveys 
should,be taken before dawn, when the terrain has reached 
a diurnal equilibrium temperature and winds are less than 
1.3 m/sec (3 mph): This enhances the therrnal contrast 
originating from geothermal effects. 

To distinguish be'tween the anomalies assbciated with 
surface erntssivity variations and those, associated wfith 
gepthermal activity^ we use ah errimissivity-deperident func^ 
tion obtained from the mukibarid ir data. To correct for 
the-iritervening atriiospheric path and reflected sky radiation, 
we determine the air temperature at the surface and sensor 
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jillitudes, the relative humidity, and the cloud-cover condi
tions (Tien, 1974). Surface radiometric measurements and 
aerial thermal surveys at different altitudes give empirical 
methods for making atmospheric corrections (Shaw and Irbe, 
1972; Saunders, 1970; Weiss, 1971). 

Thermal anomalies associated with meteorological, 
hydrological, topographical, and soil-thermal conditions can 
be calculated. To do this we simulate the surface tempera
tures (assuming no geothermal activity) using a digital 
surface-climate model that accounts for the effects of some 
15 measurable environmental parameters (Outcalt, 1972a, 
b, and c). In geothermal areas, temperature anomalies of 
0.05 to 0.5 K above ambient would appear as a residual 
difference between the measured-and-corrected surface 
temperatures and the surface temperatures calculated using 
the surface-climate model (Outcalt, 1972a). 

Geolhermal anomalies, unlike thermal anomalies associat
ed with_the_cJimate, would change, very little, from .season 
to season and would be relatively independent of the 
topography. Aerial surveys taken under varied climatic 
conditions four times during the year would provide redun
dant data for distinguishing nongeothermal effects. Dif
ferences in the spatial-thermal relationships caused by varia
tions in the wind velocity, soil moisture, humidity, topogra
phy, or hydrology would be identifiable from the imagery 
and calculable using the climatological model. 

Signal processing techniques offer yet another way for 
sorting out the complexities of thermal infrared imagery. 
Analytical techniques have been developed that test the 
degree to which any two wavelength measurements obey 
the Planckian relationships for blackbody (or graybody) 
radiation. Statistical tests are able to sort out subtle emissivi
ty effects related to the thermal diffusivity of the soil, the 
surface-moisture content, and the surface-thermal condi
tions. 

The data can be Fourier-analyzed for determining high-
and low-frequency spatial-thermal effects. This makes it 
possible to distinguish between thermal effects encompass
ing a relatively large area (the geothermal resource area) 
and thermal effects confined to small climatological regimes. 
Many geothermal anomalies, though small in thermal magni
tude, would be characterized by an above-average tempera-
lure extending over a large area (a few tens to a few hundreds 
of square kilometers). Climatological, hydrological, and 
topographical anomalies are distinguishable by their size 
and shape, which differ significantly from the features that 
characterize geothermal fields. 

The amount of data collected with aerial survey methods 
is enormous. It is not expected that each and every anomaly 
will be identifiable with a likely source of heal. Rather, 
lhe major data trends will be identifiable with the major 
"Sources of' thermal varialions. Cluster algorithms are used 
lo identify distinct Ihermal regimes from the raw data. 
Techniques are being developed lo remove dala nol belonging 
lo any dislincl thermal-regime. 

Wc arc developing data processing methods lhat display 
iwo- and three-dimensional plots of temperature versus 
.surface position, average temperatures for specified areas, 
l*;mperatures that have been corrected for emissivity, the 
intervening atmospheric path and reflected sky radialion, 
imd temperalures based on the simulated climatological 
conditions. Statistical methods will be used to deduce 
"'heiher the differences between the corrected lemperalure 
data for a geothermal area and the simulated temperaiure 
data are significant. 

Surface-contact temperature measurements play an 
imporiant role in the development of quantitative aerial 
thermal surveys. They can be used lo give an independent 
test of Ihe surface temperature that can be compared with 
the aerial survey measurements and the simulated surface 
temperatures. A meteorological tower is instrumented to 
measure environmental conditions (for example, the wind 
velocity, relative humidity, soil moisture, and solar insola
tion). Radiometric surface measurements provide supple
mentary data on the surface emissivity and atmospheric 
corrections. 

PRELIMINARY TEST WITH DUAL-BAND SYSTEM 

We have made preliminary tests of our data-analysis 
method using already-existing dual-band ir data recorded 
in narrow ir bands centered at about 5 and 10 (xm. These 
data were taken by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

_Administralion.(NOAA) over vegetated terrain in .upstate. 
New York (Peck, Bissell, and Farnsworth, 1972). We found 
that the ratios of the signals recorded al the two barids 
had the desired properlies: they were insensitive to surface 
emissiviiy variations; they varied nearly as the fifth power 
of the surface temperaiure, as predicted by our power-law-
thermal model; and Ihey could be used to isolate emissivity-
relaled effects. 

Working with the Development and Resources Transpor
tation Company (Silver Spring, Maryland) we were able 
to characterize the observed surface-temperature variations 
and separate out the purely emissivity-related features of 
the lerrain(LeSchack etal., 1975; LeSchack and Del Grande, 
1975). With the 5-nm signal, the emissivity ratio, and the 
soil moisture of 34 ground samples as input parameters, 
we used a cluster analysis method that showed that the 
raw-radiant-emittance data fell inlo two distinct terrain 
groups. An independent test showed lhat this dichotomy 
was based on the condition of the surface vegetation; one 
group was characterized by dry, dying vegetation and the 
other by viable, green vegetation. Using corrections based 
on this analysis, we adjusted the airborne radiant-tempera
ture measurements at 10 jtm for surface-emissivity varia
tions, the intervening atmospheric path, and the reflected 
sky radiation. We then compared the corrected surface-
temperature data with the calculated values obtained using 
the surface-climate model. The calculated mean surface 
temperatures, 291.87 K for the dry vegetation 291.61 K 
for the green vegetation, differed by only 0.01 and 0.15 
K respectively from the measured mean surface tempera
tures. 

The natural temperatures at various locations on the test 
terrain at the time the NOAA data were taken varied from 
the mean temperature by as much as 2 K. However, wc 
were able to discern lhat the mean lemperature for the 
part of the lerrain thai lay al an altitude of 370 m was 
0.2 K colder than the 290-m part. (This difference mainly 
results from the normal lemperature drop with increasing 
altitude.) This topographical effect was distinguishable as 
a large-area 0.2-K temperature difference that was separable 
from temperature varialions as large as 2 K characterizing 
small-area thermal regimes. The redundancy of data available 
from the aerial survey is sufficient to prove the effect as 
statistically significant. This is shown in Figure 2. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES 
A cooperative venture is now getting underway between 

ENSCO, Inc. (Springfield, Virginia), the Environmental 
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Figure 2. Temperature measurements from ratios of dual-
band infrared surveys at-5 and lO.iim over vegetated terrain. 
The data for small areas of about 300 m^ vary from the mean 
as much as -2 K at T5:27 solar time; By smbotfiing the data, 
the average teiri peratu res for large areas of 70.000 (curve 
a) and 160 000 (curve b) m^ were found to differ by 0.2 
K. this dtffefence mainly resulted from the norrii a r tempe ifature, 

drop with increasing altitu.de. 

Reisearch Institute of Michigan (Ann Arbor), and LLL 
to test the feasibility pf multiband detection for geo
thermal resource investigations. The existing multispec
tral scanner at ERIM will be modified to test the GEM 
concept. The methodology'for quantitative aeriaJ^surfa'ce 
temperature measurements will be evaluated over several 
n'ongeothermal areas"in,Michigan.. Selected test areas will 
be measured, by aerial- and surface-radiometric methods. 
The.results will be cpmpared with temperatures calculated 
using the surface-climate simulator rnodel (Outcalt;, 1972a) 
and with contact-temperature data taken at the surface and 
at shallow depths. If the results are as encoui-agiiig as those 
of the analysis pf the New York N0AA data (LeSch^k 
etal . , 1975; LeSchack and De! Grande,. 1975), we hope 
to be able to proceed wî th a full-scale effort to develop 
our aerial reconriaissance method as a routine geothermal 
prospecting technique-. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

We are developing a promising riew aertal-recbnriai.s.sance, 
method for identifying and evaluating potentially Valuable., 
gieothermal resource areas. The- method is based on a 
power.Tlaw-thermal model that describes the dependence pn 
wavelength and temperature of the detectable radiatipn. 
emitted by the terrain, Based on our calculations, we have 
designed a GEM (geothermal energy multiband) detection 
jSystem. The GEM system uses signal ratios to attain a 
factor-of-ten improvement in instrumental temperature sen
sitivity. Wcaredevetopiiiga methodology that will specify 

the environrnerital conditions for effective: surveys -jnd 
correct for nongeothermal effects. Preliminary tests of the 
methodology have successfully demonstrated the po.wer-
!aw-thermal model, the.signal-ratip method and the climato
logical rnodel used to simulate surface-temperature varia
tions caused by nongeothermal effect's. The differences 
between the rriean temperatures measured over a nonjgeo-
thcrmal.area and those simulateil using the climatological 
model were,only 0.01. K for dry vegetation and 0.15 K 
for green vegetation. The developmentiof our aerial recon
naissance method.as a routine geothermal prospecting tech
nique would make practical the large-scale evaluation of 
prospectively valuable geotherma! resource-la nds estimated 
lo encompass nearly 4CM) (KK) km- throughout the western 
Ihird of the'conterminous ,U .S. 
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APPENDIX 

The Power-Law Thermal Model 

The special radiant emittance, W ,̂. measured in units 
of (W/m-') per unit wavelength js, what is tletected by the 
airborne ir scanning systern. Platick's equation expresses 
Ŵ  as follows: 

W , = 6^G,X- [exp(Ci/XT)- 1-r (1) 

where tĵ  = surface emissivity ,at a given wavelenjgth; C, 
= 3.7414 xMO' (W/m^X-tim"; Cj, = 1.4388 x; 10̂  p-m-K; 
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X = wavelength in ^m; and T •= surface temperature in 
K. Since the.scanner-sefises not the entire range of emitted 
energy boi only that energy tdntaihed in the wavelength 
Hand for which the system is designed, Eq. (1) should be 
expressed as 

Equation 7 can fiow be rewritten using IhejabPve expansion 
and eliminating the negative sign, by reversing the limits 
of integration as follows: 

W j : e^C, [ e x p ( C j , / X T ) - l ] - ' X - ' d X , (2) 

To simplify the rriathematics we. will make the following-
.^substitution: 

y = C t / \ T . m 

and it therefore follows that X = C^/ fy. By differentiating, 

X->dX - - C j r T y ' d y . (4) 

^___.Bquation,{2)-cait-now-.be rewritten - ... _ . - ^ ^ -

W = ,e^ C, C J -* T* I y.M ^ exp ( -my) 
J VT L P I ' S I 

Integrating Eq. (8) by parts, using the form 

y ' e x p ( -my) 

dy. (8) 

I y',exp(-fTiy)dy = 

/ 

W 
J y, exp(y) - I 

- i - C . - ^ T ^ y n d y ' ' (5) 

W-=-e.,G,G,-
J V, LexpCy) 

dy-' m 

Multiplying-the*numerator and denominator of the brack
eted'term by exp (-.y) we have: 

,y^exp(-y) 

1 - e x p ( - y ) 

md 

W - € , , € , C r 
• ^ ' • / . ° [T^ 

e x p ( - y ) 

e x R ( - y ) , 
dy. m 

e x p ( - y ) 
The term ~ — - can be expanded in a binomial 

I - exR( -y ) ' 
series as 

•exp - s ' ^ exp (-my),= exp ( - y ) [exp ( -0) -F exp ( -y ) 

4- exp (-'2y.) -F ... + exp i^my^)] 

or {exp ( - y ) -F exp ( - 2 y) -f exp, ( -3y) -F ... 

•f e x p [ - ( m + l)y]}-, 

which can be expressed as 

V exp ( -my) . 

por integrations over small wavelength intervals, e,̂  is,cdnsidered 
«>nstant; \ applies to.the. mean wavelength. 

^Substituting the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, (r, for (7r''/'l5)C:, 
Gj ~' and integrating from zero to infinity, we obtain the Stefan-
Boftzmann Law: W= e^w T* for the total hemispherical emiittance. 

y ' exp ( - m y ) dy. 

From Standard'Mathematical Tables (I%2), we Obtain 

3y3^ 6y 
-F - — + 

m ' m 

V - e x p ( - m y j ) ( ^ - ^ -
1^1 N"> 

- ) 

- y exp - m y , ) — + ^ - + — + — . 
~ i \ m irr m^ m ' J \ 

(9) 

•Equation (9) is a,complete expansion of Planck's equation. 
However, it is unwieldy to evaluate. 

Accordingly, we have derived-an approximation of Eq, 
(9) that considerably simplifies the mathematics. It follows 
from Eq. (1), thatis-, 

W'x =.^x-C, X- ' [exp { C j m - 1 ] - ' . 

Differentiating Eq, (I) with respect to T and holding X 
constant, we obtain 

dW, = 6 , C j X - ' 
( ;C3/X. r^)exp(C. t /x r ) 

[ e x p ( C j / X r ) - W 
dT. (10) 

Dividing Eq. (10) by Wŷ  we obtain 

dW^ ( C J \ T ^ exp (Cj/XT) 

W. [ e x p ( G j / X D . - I] 
d r , (1,1) 

= ( ,C , / \T) 
exp (C; /XT) 

L e x p ( G j / X T ) - !' 

dT 

T 
. (12) 

The-bracketed term, by multiplying and dividing by exp 
1 

L l - e x p - ( - C j / x r ) J 
..which ( -Cj /XT), . can be,rewritten 

1 
is Pf the form :, where x ='exp ( -Gj /XT) . It therefore 

i - x * 

can be expressisd as a binomial expansion of the form 

1 
1 - X 

= 1 -f- X -F jt^ + ... -F X' - 2 
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as lorig as exp ( -C j /XT) < 1. This will be the case since 
(Cj/XT) is positive. With the nominal temperat'ure of 15''G 
or 288 K anU foi- data recorded in' wavelengths less than 
15.|i.m, the:bracketed term is approximately equal to unity; 
this is because the second and higher order terms of the 
exp.ansipn are much less than I. 

Accordingly, Eq. (12) can be expressed as 

dW, 

W, 

G, dT 

xr r 
' ^ 2 

XT 

AT /AT 

(13) 

dW\ dT 
Since, by definition = din W,, and = d l n T for 

W^ T 
small variations-in T; Eq, (13) can be approximated by 

(llri W, = d l n T = din T^̂ -"-'̂ <i. (14) 
XT„ 

Integrating Eq. (14) we obtain 

InVV ,̂ = lnTC!:'.tT, + Q , 

where C.j is a constant of integration that includes e^ and 

W^,ac;,TC=/^T:„. (15) 

For C J = 14 388 |j,m-K and a nominal value of T„ - 2iS8. 
K, C,^/T^ = 49.%, Eq. (15) can ;be closely approximated 
by-

W'^iif.^T'S'k (16) 

We have computed the dif f erence "f o ra ; I K change of W^ 
from T = 288; K" to T = 289 K by evaluating Eq. (9), 
thfe complete expansion of Planck's equation, and Eq. (15). 
Cp mpa ri ng the results, we f o u n d t h at; for the wa ve le ngths 
pf most interest to us (that is;,the GEM wavelengths from 
3 to 13 (Jim) the signal response calculated from Eq. (15) 
introduces an error of no more than 0.04%. 

We have derived a, convenient expression for,calculating 
the temperature sensitivity of aerial Infrared scanriing.sys-
tems. At a typical predawn temperature of 288 K, the 
detectable radiation is propo/tionaf to, e^T'"''^. Filters are 
used to define' narrow bands.. A few bands avoid both 
atmospheric absorption regions, and wavelengths associated 
with anion- groups in cPmmon minerals^ where the terrain 
^behaves' A& a .specular source. They are -centered al '2>2, 
3_.5, 3.9, 4.8;and 13.2 p,m. These are the GEM wavelengths. 
Ai these wavcjcngths, the signal responses vary respectively 
as the ;23rd, I4th, 13th, IQth, and 4th'power of the absolute 
temperature. 

The Earth's emissivity is highly variable from one surface 
to the-next. Hence thesratio of signals at two of the GEM 
wavelengths is'needed to" obtain accurate surface-tempera
ture measurements that depend very little on emissivity 

* For small temperature excursions from T„. where 7' ' = 7" '̂ 
'AT\ -I - - -y -̂ - .- . .-

(1 -F , C,y\Tis apprbximafed by the first term ofa binomial 
expansion (that is, C;/XTt,).whieh is a constant.) 

effects. For two bands at wavelengths K) and Xj, lhe 
temperature^response of the signal ratio R,-j is: 

. R...,= (e;/cj), p^^'"-' V^iAi?""!. 07) 

Variations in the emissivity ratio are smaller by a factor 
of ten (or more) than variations in the absolute emissivity 
for different natural terrains. At the GEM wavelengths, 
where the radiation has "the. sa['me-.spect'ral slope as a black-
body source, the. emissivity ratio variafions are very small. 
Thus, quantitative temperature measurements can be made, 
using signal ratios, that are calibrated against a standard 
blackbody source. Data redundancy, obtamcd by detecting 
from three to five cpregistered radiation signals, is expected 
to provide-the mosl accurate surface-temperature-measure-
ments for varied natural terrains. 
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An Airborne Infrared Survey of the Tauhara Geothermal 
Field, New Zealand 

DAVID |. DICKINSON 

Ceophysics Division, Depanmentof Scientific antj Industrial Research,.c/o Ministry of Works and Deve/opmenf, 
Wairakei, Private Bag, Taupo, NewZealand. 

ABSTRAGT 

An airborne infrared survey has been flown over urbari, 
industrial, and-undeveloped land in the Tauhara and some 
other geothermal fields in New Zealand, using an Aga 
Thermovision model 665 caniera, operatirig in the 4.5 "to. 
5.5 M-m band. Maps have been prepareH from the thermo
grams which divide the surface temperatiires into three. 
ranges: at ambient temperature, 1 to 3°C above amb'dt, 
and mPre than 3°C above ambient. The-3''C contpur coincides 
with the bpundary bet-ween regions of conductive and 
cpnvective heat flow determined from surface measure
ments. Methods have been developed for determirting the 
heat flow from the infrared and other data. Some previously 
unknown areas of warm ground have been discovered and 
some thermal anomalies of npngeothermal origin identified 
and their effects eliminated. To assist the plannirig of 
industrial and urban development, it as intended to conduct 
similar surveys at approximately three yearly intervals to 
monitor any changes of the hydrothermal activity. 

INTRODUCTION 

During 1969, experimental aerial infrared (ir) surveys were 
flown over areas of hydrothermal activity near Taupo, New 
Zealand (Hochstein and Dickinson^ 1970). The success of 
these tests ahd the experience gained from them led to 
a decision to fly infrared surveys at regular periods over 
several hydrothermal areas in order to monitor changes of 
the-discharge areas. The'first survey was fiown in 1972-
over the areas shown in Figure I, and it is intended to 
repeat the surveys where possible,-every three years. 

Large-scale maps (1:2560) have been prepared showing 
the preliminary results of th'e, 1972. survey in detail, and 
a- report by Dickinson (1973) describes many aspects of 
that survey. The"purpose of this paper is to describe some 
of the techniques used and results'gained and.tp illustrate 
them with reference to the Tauhara field which borders 
the. town of Taupo. 

The Tauhara field has been chosen as-its.-surface activity 
is varied and comprises such discliarge features -as warm 
and steaming ground, hot pools and springs, warm streams, 
and seepages. Activity, 'especially warm and steaming 
ground, is found within urbari and. industrial areas, as well 
as. in the open country whose surface cover varies from 
grass to scrub and pine. 

Recent population increases at Taupp haye resulted in 
further residential and industrial development onto hydro-
thermal grpund. The presence of this ground has caused 
engineering problems' associated with house and factory 
siting, road construction, land utilizatidn, electric power 
reticulation, and the installatiPn of dther services. Results 
of this survey willaid future planning of further development-
on active ground. Local authorities have already used some 
survey results td relocate roads and the sites of new buildings, 
including a high school. 

Chemical and physical evidence (Dawson and Dickinson, 
1970; Mahon, W..A. J., 1975, personal commun.;.and others) 
suggests that the reservoirs of the Wairakei and Tauhara 
hydrdthermal .systems are interconnected and that the cur-
'rent exploitation bf the Wairakei .field may be influencing 
theactivity of the Tauhara field. Since 1966, several changes 
in the surface actiyity of the Tauhara field have been noted. 

' 171. w 

Figure'!. The volcanic -zone, North Island, New Zealand. 
Hatched areas show the locatipn.s of the hydrothermal fields 

covered by the airborne infrared survey. 
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Figure 2. Flight lines and areas covered by the infrared survey of the Tauhara field. The areas E4, E3, and E2 are discussed 
in the text and shown in detail in Figures 3, 4, and 5. 
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including increases of some spring temperalures and in
creases of area and intensity of activily of some areas of 
warm and steaming ground. The infrared monitoring program 
should detect any furiher changes of thermal activity. 

INSTRUMENTATION 

The AGA Thermovision equipment (model 665) used for 
this survey was the same as that used for the 1969 studies 
and has been described by Borg (1968). The equipment, 
including camera and display unit, was fitted into a twin-en
gined Beechcraft AT-II aircraft which had cameras and 
specialized equipment for aerial photography and mapping. 

The infrared radiation being emitted from an object is 
detected by the AGA camera and converted into video signals 
which are pictured on a cathode ray tube at a rate of 16 

frames per second. The thermal pictures (or imagery) which 
consist of IOO lines were recorded as pholographs (or 
thermograms) by a Hasselblad model 500 EL camera. 
Relative lemperalure differences within the AGA camera's 
range of view appear as different shades of gray on the 
thermograms, the lighter shades representing areas with 
higher temperalures. As pointed oul by Hochstein and 
Dickinson (1970), the spectral range normally detected by 
the AGA Thermovision is reduced from 2 lo 5.6 ttm to 
about 4 to 5.5 (o-m due to atmospheric absorption and other 
effects. ; 

The Hasselblad camera was coupled to the aircraft's Zeiss 
RMK 60/23 aerial camera, which produced panchromatic/: 
photographs of the same area of ground as the thermograms.^; 
Bolh cameras were fired simultaneously at an average rate] 
of one frame every 3.8 seconds. 
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METHOD 

Full details of the field methods and interpretational 
techniques are given by Dickinson(1973). Because of aircraft 
availability and olher reasons, Ihe survey was flown in 
January and February (summer) 1972, although the atmos
pheric and radialion conditions of winter would have been 
more suitable. Flights were made during daylight hours 
because the Zeiss black-and-white photography was neces
sary to locate the thermograms and any anomalies appearing 
on them. Surveying was done during lale afternoon and 
dusk. Fog and patches of low cloud prevented early morning 
surveying, while satisfactory results would have been unob
tainable during the middle of the day because of the high 
levels of solar radiation. 

The aircraft was flown al an altitude of about 1520 m 
above the ground, so that photography would be approxi
mately al the scale of 1:2500 required for the final maps. 

-Thermograms and the corresponding Zeiss photographs-were 
overlapped by about 60% along each flight line, and by 
aboul 30% belween adjaceni flight lines. Flight lines and 
the area covered over the Tauhara field are shown in Figure 
2. 

At a test site on nonhydrothermal ground near Taupo, 
temperatures at the surface and al 0.05 m depth were 
monitored by a Taylor mercury-bulb thermograph. Infrared 
camera selling adjustments were made al the beginning of 
each flight period when flying over nonhydrothermal ground 
close to the test site. Adjustments were made so that the 
surface temperature of the ambient ground appeared as a 

dark-gray lo near-black density on the cathode-ray screen. 
If necessary, final adjustments to this density, or back
ground, were made when directly over the test site where 
thermograms were also taken. Further calibralion runs were 
made al intervals during each flight period. Thermograms 
of the test site were used when required lo calculate the 
ambient, or background, lemperature for any flight run. 

The gray tones on the thermograms were interpreted into 
three temperaiure ranges: less than 1°C above ambient 
lemperalure, between 1 and 3°C above ambient, and greater 
than 3°C above ambient. The regions in each of the tempera
ture ranges were plotted onto halftone transparencies, or 
preliminary maps, having a scale of 1:2500 and representing 
a ground area of 4.6 km^. 

Areas of elevated temperature, obviously not of hydro-
thermal origin (roads, roofs, and so on) were deleted from 
the preliminary maps. Field checks of doubtful hydrothermal 
areas were made by temperaiure measurements at depths 
of 0.15 m and 1-m.--Mostly; these-were made to check 
isolated anomalies outside the main hydrolhermal areas. 
A large number of temperature measuremenis were also 
laken to confirm surface boundaries of hydrothermal re
gions. In a few cases, isolated areas of I to 3°C anomalies 
suggested hydrothermal ground; but when checked, the 
anomalies proved lo be of nonhydrothermal origin. They 
were usually caused by cover unusual to the area, such 
as moss and rock outcrops, and also by depletion of 
vegetation by stock. Afler checking temperatures on the 
ground, final halftone transparencies were prepared. Exam
ples of the temperature anomalies from the final halftone 

500 1000 
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^ >3 Above s u r f a c e ambient 

Q 1-3 C Above su r f ace ambient 

Q Surface ambient 

Figure 3. Black-and-white vertical aerial photograph and corresponding infrared surface temperature map for the area E4, 
shown in Figure 2. 
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maps of areas E4. E3, and E2 (in Fig. 2), and lhe corre
sponding panchromatic aerial pholographs are shown in 
Figures 3, 4, and 5, respectively. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Location and Monitoring of Hot Ground 

As illustrated by the examples in Figures 3, 4, and 5, 
areas of hot ground have been outlined in greal delail to 
an accuracy of a few meters. The localions of these areas 
agree with those mapped by Fisher (l%4) but are in greaier 
detail and are located more accurately. Some previously 
unknown hydrolhermal features have been found, including 
a warm pool having an area of 6000 m' . 

It is planned lo resurvey the Tauhara field in the winter 
of 1975. As well as indicating any changes that may have 
occurred in the hydrothermal activity, the resurvey will allow 
the relative merits Of conducting infrared surveys iri summer" 
and winter to be assessed. 

Interpretation of Thermograms 

The interpretation of the three temperature regions 
appearing on thermograms was done visually. Figure 6 shows 
some examples of ir anomalies and their causes. Details 
of the anomalies and their interpretations are given in the 
caption of the figure. Feature 8 is ground at ambient 
temperature, features 1 and 6 are hydrothermal anomalies 

I to 3°C above ambient lemperalure, while features 5 and 
7 are hydrothermal anomalies greater than 3°C above am
bient. The olher numbered features illustrate thermal anom
alies of nonhydrothermal origin. Features 3 and 4 show 
that a bitumen road surface gives a thermal anomaly while 
a pumice road does nol. Nonhydrothermal anomalies due 
lo shingle and concreie surfaces are shown in features 2 
and 9. 

Thermograms covering areas of pine trees and scrub 
(manuka and broom) reveal some regions at ambient temper
ature and others in the range I to 3°C above ambient. Field 
checks of these 1 to 3°C areas, in most cases, confirmed 
these ground temperatures. Feature 1 in Figure 6 is an 
example of this. Robertson and Dawson (1964) show lhat 
inconductively heated ground the soil is dry near the surface. 
Murtha (1972) states that trees growing in soil deficient 
in moisture are warmer by 2 to 5°C than similar trees growing 
in normal conditions. Work by Myers et al. (1966) also 
shows that plants-growing-indr-y-soil-have-higherrthan-normal-
leaf temperatures. Thus the temperature of the foliage of 
trees and scrub growing in conductively heated hydrothermal 
soil appears to be elevated by about the same amount as 
the ground surface beneath the canopy. Therefore, the 
presence of trees and scrub does not seriously disturb the 
infrared survey results. 

Calculation of Heat Flow 

Robertson and Dawson (1964) showed that in hydrothermal 
areas at places where the 1 m-depth temperature is less 

^ 
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Figure 4. Black-and-white vertical aerial photograph and corresponding infrared surface temperature map for the area E3, 
shown in Figure 2. 
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Q i-J C Above sur face ambient 

C) Surface ambient 

Figure 5. Black-and-white vertical aerial photograph and corresponding infrared surface temperature map for the area E2, 
shown in Figure 2. 

than about 23°C above the ambient surface temperature, 
heal flow is predominantly conductive. Between 23 and 
26°C above surface ambient, at 1 m depth, a transitional 
zone exists where heat flow is partly conductive and partly 
convective. Where the temperature at 1 m is in excess of 
26°C above surface ambient, a convective heat flow predom
inates. It is shown in the papers by Dawson and Fisher 
(1964) and Dawson and Dickinson (1970) how extrapolations 
from 1 m temperatures can t>e made to obtain the temperature 
at 0.15 m depth. They also show how these temperatures, 
lhe type of surface vegetation, and of ground cover can 
be used to estimate the natural heat flow. 

A series of temperature measurements at depths of 0.05, 
0.15, 0.30 and 1.0 m were made when checking the ir 
hydrothermal anomalies. The measurements showed that 
the 3°C contour of the ir maps coincides approximately 
with ground temperatures of about 26°G above surface 
ambient at 1 m depth. Hence this contour represents the 
transitional region between conductive and convective heat 
flow. In the 1 to 3°C surface temperature regions, conductive 
heat flow predominates, and from Dawson and Fisher (1%4), 
lhe heat flow value will be about 1 to 2 W/m^. Where 
ir anomalies indicated surface temperatures above 3°C, 1 
m-depth temperalures exceeded 26°C above ambient, show
ing that convection is the predominant heat flow mechanism. 
Heal flow values based on vegetation and surface cover 
from Dawson and Dickinson (1970) are given in Table 1. 

Areas of various types of surface cover of the 3°C or 
greater surface temperature regions can be estimated from 
'he survey's panchromatic photographs. By multiplying 

these areas by the corresponding heat flows expected for 
them, the heat flow for this type of ground can be obtained. 

The heat loss from water surfaces was obtained different
ly. Areas of individua] hot pools, streams, and seepages 
were measured from the thermograms and preliminary maps. 
Their temperatures were either measured in the field or 
calculated from the thermograms. From this information, 
the heat loss due to evaporation was obtained using the 
curves given by Dawson (1964). 

An assessment of heat flow for part of the Tauhara field 
is shown in Table 2. A value of 110 MW was obtained 
for the natural heat flow from the areas E2, E3, and E4. 

Table 1. Relationship between different types of ground 
cover distinguishable in black-and-white aerial pholographs, 

infrared temp)eralure anomalies, and heat flow. 

Type 

1 
II 

III 
IV 

V 

Ground cover 

_ 
broom, leptosperms. 

small pines 
moss, lichens 
thermal clays, algae, 

dead wood, bare 
ground, visible 
steam 

bare ground, steam 
venls 

IR temperature 
anomaly 

(°C) 

1-3 

>3 
>3 

>3 

>3 

Heat flow 
(relative to 12°Q 

(W/m' ) 

2 

50 
330 

2 350 

12 600 

Note: The ground cover and heal (low values, except (or type I, were taken 
(rom Dawson and Dickinson (1970). 
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Figure 6. Black-and-white vertical aerial photograph and corresponding thermogram of an area of open country and developed 
land at grid reference 570/370 on Figure 2. Keys: (1) 1 to 3°C hydrolhermal anomaly in scrub and pine; (2) nonhydrothermal 
anomaly on land covered with shingle; (3) nonhydrothermal anomaly on bitumen road surface; (4) pumice road showing 
only a small temf)erature anomaly; (5) >3°C hydrothermai anomaly in open country; (6) 1 lo 3°C hydrothermal anomaly, 
in open country; (7) >3°C hydrothermal anomaly in urban area; (8) area at ambient surface temperaiure; (9)>3°C nonhydrothermal 

anomaly over a concrete surface within a 1 lo 3°C hydrothermal anomaly. 
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Table 2. Surface heal flow (relative to I2°C) from the parts of the Tauhara Field shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5. 

961 

Type 
((rom Table 1) 

1 
II 

III 
IV 
V 
Evaporation: 
iXKjIs and streams 

seepage 
Totals 

Infrared 
anomaly 

"C 

1-3 
> 3 
>3 
> 3 
> 3 

1-3 
>3 
1-3 

Figure 

Area 
(m ' ) 

19400 
17 200 

5 7(X) 
11 500 
53 800 

3(E4) 
Heal 
flow 

(MW) 

0.04 
0.89 

6.70 
8.20 

15.83 

Figure 

Area 
(m ' ) 

351 400 
23 100 

7 100 
7 0 0 0 

1 250 
8 875 

398 725 

4(E3) 
Heat 
flow 

(MW) 

0.70 
1.16 
2.35 

16.60 

1.04 
14.00 

35.85 

Figure 

Area 
(ni'') 

764 800 
84 600 
15 600 
11 800 

1 625 

878 425 

5 (E2) 
Heat 
(low 

(MW) 

1.53 
4.23 
5.14 

27.76 
20.48 

59.14 

Totals 
Heal 

Area flow 
(m») (MW) 

1 135 600 2.27 
124 900 6.28 
22 700 7.49 
18 800 44.36 

1 625 20.48 

1 250 1.04 
14 575 20.70 
11 500 8.20 

1 330 950 110.82 

Fisher (1965) estimated lhe heat flow of the entire Tauhara 
field lo be 105 MW. This suggesis that the ir meihod 
overestimates the natural flow. However, several factors 
should be considered. With the ir method, delineation of 
hydrothermal boundaries and areas is accurate, while the 
techniques available in 1964 relied a greal deal on estimations. 
Since 1966 boundaries and intensities of warm and steaming 
ground have increased, as have temperalures of some hot 
springs and waler surfaces (Dawson and Dickinson, 1970). 
The natural heal discharged from the nearby Karapili area, 
part of the Wairakei sysiem, has increased by some 400% 
belween 1958 and 1968. Further intensity and area increases 
of warm and hot ground of the Tauhara area have also 
been noted afler 1970. The 1964 assessment of heal loss 
from water surfaces and discharges may have also been 
underestimated. Fisher (1965) gives a seepage value of 3.78 
MW for the E4 area (Fig. 3) and suggesis that the figure 
of 6.30 MW given by Gregg (1958) was an overestimation. 
However, Gregg's value compares favorably with the 8.20 
MW (Table 2) of this survey. 

DAYLIGHT SURVEYS 

Allhough olher writers (cited by Murtha, 1972) claim that 
ir surveys utilizing the 3 to 5 (xm wavelengths cannot be 
used during daylight hours to determine small temperaiure 
differences, because of dominant solar effects, satisfactory 
results were obtained in this survey. A possible explanation 
is lhat the lower heat capacity and ihermal conductivity 
of the pumice soils in the Taupo area allow surface tempera
tures to attain near-equilibrium with the atmosphere by lale 
afternoon. This would nol be possible with many other soil 
lypes. 
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